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Editorial
Starting a Race
It is windy, 15 knots or so, the slim elegant hull of Valhalla crashes through a breaking wave, spay flying,
drenching the deck; cascades of clean bright seawater
dumping themselves into the cockpit. Away to the left
a shot gun shell arches into the air and a flare explodes
with a dull crack.....5 minutes calls out a crew member with a stop watch, another boat comes crashing by
to the left, ducking the rear of Valhalla with yards to
spare, a whoosh of spray and the other boat is gone.
Valhalla turns to the wind, all four and a half tones
of her, sails flapping, flogging cracking, now as she
moves slowly into the eye of the wind, the 5 man crew
are bent over, staring intently at the compass, checking the wind direction, the boat now falling away from
the wind, the clack and groan of a backstay pulling
tight against the mainsail, ‘3 minutes, 30 seconds’, the
time is called. the boat falls away from the wind and
picks up speed, now away from the line, now starting
to circle back toward it, other competitors amassing to
windward, a great multicoloured wall of sail, flapping
ferociously, the timed count down continues, nerves
and butterflies in the stomachs of all on board, an instruction from the helm,
“Unfurl the genoa”, a great whirr as the huge front sail
emerges violently from its cocoon, it’s sheets joining
the symphony of noise with a life and sound of their
own, flapping, banging crashing against the mast, a
clang of metal on metal, a stray wave breaks high over
the boat, spray drenching, water rushing, crew cursing
and muttering, then the genoa sheet is tightened, the
grinding of the winch being heard above the tumult,
the loads going through the boats, she heels under the
strain, “2.40 “ calls out the time keeper, heading for
the line now, competitors all around, jinking twisting,
a great mass of sail still to windward, the start line a
needle a needle to be threaded; elegant snub bows of
the competitors to windward, lean menacing, seeking

to devour...Valhalla builds speed and continues to head
for the line.
Darkness, another competitor, following just below,“10yards to the line”, calls the man standing right on the
bow of Valhalla.....up up up...he shouts, the boats heads
up toward the wind, a competitor to the other side,
comes heading towards Valhalla, collision course......
“Up up up” shout the Valhalla crew, banging the deck,
creating a wild feral chaos of noise with the surge of
the sea as an underpinning, the competitor, vision hampered suddenly realizes danger, lurches away to avoid a
collision suddenly shooting up into the wind,
The darkness yacht below is on a safe parallel course
but barely five feet away, collision apparently close,
the sea breaking against his hull being flung towards
the cockpit of Valhalla...the one minute gun fires the
rush toward the starting line continues, too early results
in going back, too late is to be smothered by the already used air, dirty foul air of other competitors. On
time and at maximum speed is the goal. There is now
a space below Valhalla, the manoeuvre has worked,
Valhalla seizes her moment and slides away from the
wind a fraction, gathering speed as she does so, 45 seconds now calls the time keeper, up up up, speed, crank
of winches. Groan of ropes under huge strain, sound
of boat rushing, hurrying through the water, bouncing
up on a wave, then violently down as the bow slices
into the oncoming sea, spray every where, great crystalline shards of purity, the time keeper glances under
the sail, slightly ahead of their major competitor, Speedo showing 7.4 > knots, maximum speed, start looking
good, huge main sail, bending and being shaped by the
breeze, form is function,
CRACK the bang of the starting gun.......relief the tumult is over the race has just begun......
(Paul Smith)
I remembered this beatiful description of the starting
scenery. Hopefully a lot of you, dear readers, will feel
the same thrill in front of the starting line also in 2014.
Good luck!
(Beat Furrer)
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Presidents Words
May be that this is the last ISMA bulletin published. To
have less questions about the sense or nonsense to print
and mail approximately 400 copies around the world
we will present you the bulletin 1/2014 on the website
www.6metre.ch only. It makes sense to wait until the
AGM 2014 in Falmouth for a final decision. The question that must be resolved after the incoming responses
to the questionnaire:
As it shows, the expensive bi-annual ISMA bulletin
could possibly be replaced by appropriate internet tools
and other easier-to-publish-products. The resolution at
the AGM should result in concrete decisions on the future communication tools in the Class.

Irène
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But the most important thing is to race our boats, to
have joung sailors on board to assure that the interest in
our class does not get lost. The longer I am participating at the international races, the more I see you (and
me) getting older, may be more wise, but certainly not
more moveable.
Wishing you nice and favourable winds, not too much
waves and a nice friendship at all the events you will
participate, not forgetting to hope that no severe damage will happen on your boats or even accident will
occur.
Enjoy sailing and best regards
Beat Furrer
President
International Six Metre Association
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INTERNATIONAL SIX METRE CLASS BRITISH OPEN
AND EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Organising authority: RCYC Events Ltd
Dear Competitor,
On behalf of our Commodore Keith Tullett and our
members, it gives me pleasure to welcome you to the
2014 International 6 Metre British Nationals and Europeans.
We are justifiably proud of our historic Clubhouse, the
beautiful Carrick Roads, and the magnificent championship water formed by Falmouth Bay. You will find
that while the tide and wind patterns in Falmouth Bay
are reasonably consistent, they have nuances which are
interesting allowing the good sailor to take advantage
over the novice. You can look forward to some wonderful sailing.
During the event, all competitors their family and supporters have free temporary membership of the Club.
Our steward Clare will give you a good welcome, and
our chef Brian will prepare excellent food for you at
reasonable cost. Do take the opportunity to enjoy an
evening meal or lunch at the Club.
Your event manager for the Championship is Neil
Hopkins. He and his wife Julie are providing the com-

mittee boat Buccaneer Charlie. Neil has been a lynch
pin of a majority of our major events in recent years
including the Finn Gold Cup won by Sir Ben Ainslie,
a club member.
Neil Andrew is your mark laying manager. He officiated at the Olympics and is one of the foremost authorities on quick, accurate mark laying using the latest
techniques. You are lucky to have him because he is
frequently off around the world, Australia, China, Middle East, etc. training and managing mark laying teams
at world class events.
I have been tasked to muster up sunny weather with
ideal winds; I will do my best! I do hope you enjoy
your stay and come to love Falmouth and its beautiful
harbour and sailing waters as much as I do.
Yours sincerely,
Roger Hollingsworth
Rear Commodore Sailing
RCYC

International 6 Metre
2014 European Championships
21-26 July Falmouth

www.6meuropeans14.com
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A Welcome to the European Six
Metre Championships in
Cornwall
As President of the British Six Metres, it gives me great
pleasure to once again welcome all International Six
Metres to Falmouth for the 2014 European Championships, the second Europeans to be held there and again
run by the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club. Some of you
no doubt will recall the 1988 regatta, the last time that
many of us were there. It was then both the first major
international Six-Metre championships ever held in the
UK and, with 28 competitors, up to that time the largest
fleet of Sixes ever assembled in England. It was also
the first occasion when wings on keels were widely
used and also the first time in Europe that “Classics”
took part as such for a separate prize.
Then, as now, we were much welcomed by the Royal
Cornwall who then made and are once again making
tremendous efforts to make it all a success, especially
as 1988 was the first time that a major International Six
Metre regatta had ever been held in Falmouth. Every
day provided excellent racing which I think is why the
2010 AGM voted unanimously to come to Falmouth
again.
The sailing waters here are superb and not too far from
the moorings, so there is little delay in reaching the
sailing grounds. The Royal Cornwall Yacht Club and
our BISMA Committee have done everything that they
and we are able to make your visit both exciting and
a success. I welcome you all and wish you all good
sailing and a wonderful time here.
Tim Street.
Hon. Life President, BISMA.

Notes for Competitors
We hope to see many of you at the European Championships in Falmouth. To make your life easier, there
are a few points that you might want to know about, in
good time before the event.
As is usual at a European Championship, we will have
a qualified measurer in attendance. His purpose is to
act as the Event Measurer, to make sure that all the
competing boats comply with the Class Rule. The

starting point for his checks will be the boat’s certificate, and it is essential that each boat has a valid certificate, issued by its Member National Authority. In
2012, we introduced a change to Rule 29.1(a), so that
any new certificate is now valid for four years. However, rule changes are not retrospective, so this change
does not extend the life of any certificate issued before
the rule change which came into effect on 22nd June
2012. What this means is that if your certificate says it
is only valid up to a certain date, and that date is before
the date of the Championships, then the certificate will
have to be re-validated in accordance with Rule 29.2.
This re-validation requires a weighing and float test,
and there will not be facilities to do this at Falmouth, so
you will need to get the certificate re-validated before
you arrive.
As well as the calculation of rating, the Class Rule also
requires the boat to comply with a number of other
things which may not be part of the measurement form
but are still part of the Class Rule. These items are also
liable to be checked. In particular, owners should note
the requirement in Rule 36 that boats should display an
ISAF plaque to show that the International Class Fee
has been paid. This requirement appears in the Class
Rule for 2001, and applies to all boats built after that
date. This includes replicas.
Please remember that the Event Measurer is at the
championships to make sure that all the competing
boats comply with the Class Rule. He is not there to
undertake any fundamental measurement, such as measuring new sails, and we cannot guarantee he will have
time to do so. So competitors must make sure that any
sail first measured after 1 May 2010 has an ISMA sail
royalty label and that any necessary measurement is
complete before they arrive at Falmouth.
There is one other point which competitors should
note. The entry fee includes one lift in at the start of
the regatta, and one lift out at the end, at times set out
in the Notice of Race. The boats will be lifted with
external slings provided by the crane company. If any
competitor wants to have their boats lifted using their
own internal lifting strops, the crane company will only
lift the boat in this way if you produce a valid test certificate, in English, for any lifting equipment that you
want them to use.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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Racing

Some Common Questions and
Answers for your guidance
Where do I get more information about Falmouth
and the regatta?
The European Championship and British Opens Regatta website is: www.6meuropeans14.com

By Rail: There is a regular train service on the UK Rail
network to Falmouth. Details at: www.nationalrail.
co.uk

For general information about facilities in Falmouth go
to: www.falmouth.co.uk

By Air: Principal international airports are London
Heathrow and London Gatwick. Local airports at
Newquay and Exeter.

The BISMA website is: www.6mr.org.uk

How do I enter?

The Royal Cornwall Yacht Club website is: www.royalcornwallyachtclub.org

Entries are being handled on line. Go to: www.6meuropeans14.com and click on ‘Registration’.

To contact the regatta office:
telephone +44 (0) 1326 312126,
fax +44 (0) 1326 211614,
e-mail: 6metre@rcycevents.co.uk

How do I arrange for my yacht to be launched?

Where is Falmouth?
Falmouth is located in Cornwall at the Southern Western part of the UK.
How do I get there?
By Road: Good road communications from all continental ferry ports.

After you have entered, the RCYC team will be in touch
to discuss your arrival plans. Launching and mast stepping is likely to commence from Tuesday 15th July using the cranes at the Falmouth Docks, with recovery
after the event completes. Scheduling will be handled
by a team of local BISMA members who will discuss
your requirements with you once you have entered. If
you want to arrive earlier they will be able to help you.
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How close is the launching at Falmouth Docks to
where the berthing is at Port Pendennis Marina?
Very close. It is approximately 3 minutes by boat or
10 minutes walk.
Where will the Berthing be for the duration of the
European Championship and preceding British
Open Championships?
We have arranged a marina berth in the Port Pendennis
Marina in central Falmouth for all competing yachts.
When we receive your confirmation of entry a berth
will be booked for your yacht and the cost is included
within the entry fee.
Will there be storage facilities
for my trailer or truck?
Yes, this with be within the Falmouth docks complex
How long does it take to get to the racing area from
the Port Pendennis Marina ?

Be careful when you slip your support boat!

Approximately 35 minutes sailing time in a reasonable
breeze.

cies to contact are available via the event website. Go
to: www.6meuropeans14.com and click on ‘logistics
- accommodation’ .

Do I need to make separate arrangements if I bring
my RIB or support boat?

Where can I get ‘racing food packs’ in Falmouth?

Yes, we would advise you to make separate arrangements and contact Port Pendennis Marina - telephone
+44 (0) 1326 211211, or e-mail: marina@portpendennis.com

There are various shops and supermarkets in Falmouth
and “Picnic Cornwall” (website: www.picniccornwall.
co.uk ) has offered to do a daily service for competitors.

Can I arrive early and do some race practice?

Are there any preliminary warm up
regattas I can attend?

Yes, Brian Pope is arranging some informal racing in
mid-June and early July so please discuss your ideas
directly with him. Call him on +44 (0) 1872 863708
or e-mail: enquiry@oceanyachtcompany.com Storage
and lifting will be a private arrangement.

Yes, there is the British Opens with racing on Friday
18th and Saturday 19th July. Before that see the above
note on race practice where visitors would be most welcome.

Can I leave my boat in Falmouth in anticipation of
attending the World Championships in La Trinité
sur Mer, Brittany (29th May to 5th June 2015)?
Yes, this can be arranged.
Are there servicing and repair facilities
in Falmouth?
Falmouth is well equipped for most repairs to yachts.
There are sailmakers, repair yards, electronics specialists, and chandlers. We are hoping that the Harken
service van will be there, and Penrose Sailmakers and
North will have sail repair facilities on hand at the Europeans.
How do I find accommodation in Falmouth?
There is a wide variety of accommodation available in
Falmouth from hotels, through bed and breakfast accommodation to the rental of a house. Details of agen-

What other facilities are there in Falmouth?
The Royal Cornwall Yacht Club has kindly invited all
competitors and their families to be temporary members of the club for the duration of the event. www.
royalcornwallyachtclub.org Telephone: +44 (0) 1326
312126. E-mail: admin@royalcornwallyachtclub.org
There are medical, pharmacy and dental facilities in
Falmouth.
What social events are planned?
There will be a full and varied social programme which
is being finalised including a post- race marquee with
refreshments.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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Penpol/International Metre
Yacht Management –
Warm up event, June 14th -15th 2014

We would like to extend an invitation to all International Six meter owners coming to the Europeans in
Falmouth, to an informal practice event to be held on
June 14th 15th - from Penpol Boat yard, Falmouth
We have had several owners asking for a good training
- tune up session; To this end we will plan as follows: - Arrive at Penpol Boat yard on or before 13th June
2014 - launching will take place @ the yard from 1700
hours
· Boats will need to be launch ready by this time or
before (we only have one tide)

es, please contact direct.
This event is definitely a friendly, informal and very
local affair
At Penpol boat yard we will offer the following logistics for our travelling friends: · Crane in and mast in
- Crane out after the weekend
- Tow to Mylor on Friday evening - tow back from
Mylor on Monday
- Pressure wash off after event

- Boats will then be towed, or sailed to the Marina at
Mylor yacht harbour, about 1.5 miles down river

- Store ashore until the start of the Europeans in July

- Racing will be held in the Carrick roads on the Saturday & Sunday

Total price would be £165 per boat ex vat

- This can be boat on boat for tuning purposes, or as a
fleet.
- Marks will either be laid orange buoys, or channel
markers, depending on wind direction
- A start line dory & rib will be in attendance
- Informal suppers will be available @ Castaways,
which is in Mylor Yacht harbour
- Overnight berthing will be @ Mylor yacht harbour
(owners to settle their Berthing account with Mylor direct)
- Mylor yacht harbour have some holiday cottages
which would be good for crew accommodation purpos-

- Free lorry storage
- We can also provide full yard services, including full
dress, step and tune if your lorry arrives by commercial
transport.
- Boats wishing to stay for Europeans are welcome to
stay ashore free of charge until July. We will be able
to re-launch you pre-Europeans on 12th, 13th or 14th
July, as required, but please advise us .
- We can arrange transport to the UK and Falmouth via
our own trailer or lorry. Please contact us for details.
If you have any other questions, please call Brian or
Ian on +44 1872 863708 -------- we would really like
to see you here.
Andy
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Subjects for AGM
Our next AGM in Falmouth (July 2014) will have to
deal, among other topics, with proposed changes to the
World Cup Deed of Gift and compliance to ISAF regulations 10.4 b.

of their last World Championships, it may only call
its next such event a World Championship and award
World Champion titles if the participation levels at that
event meet the requirement."

Matt Cockburn has been kind enough to start reviewing
the World Cup Deed of Gift and propose modifications
with respect to the various trophies in order to update
their description. This has in turn bring the attention
on other points with both Guy-Roland Perrin and Ian
Howlett also suggesting some precisions regarding
checking of boats at the time of the World Cup. Other
aspects, such as the race schedule over the 5 days of
racing, may also need to be contemplated and amended.

The division between Classics and Moderns have seen
less than 20 Sixes participating in the Modern category,
therefore preventing us next time to award two World
titles if we do not have the numbers to comply with
ISAF regulation. As a matter of fact the Eights, which
do have to comply with regulations requiring smaller
numbers in terms of participants, have had one entry
and one start for all boats, one World title and different
trophies to take into account differences between older
boats and Modern ones.

All of this will have to be submitted to our next AGM
and decisions then made to approve it or not. It may
also affect our European Championship Rules in due
course.

Thanks to Tim Russell discussions have been initiated with ISAF and arguments presented to its Working
Party in the interest of the Class and safety grounds.
We look forward to hearing from ISAF how it is prepared to treat this situation. We may not at the time
of Falmouth AGM have received a first response from
ISAF.

At the same time another issue concerning the World
Cup of our Class has erupted. As the ISAF rules exist
at the present, according to regulation 10.4 b we can
only have a valid World Championship if we reach
the required number of entries (20 boats and at least 2
continents being represented). Same regulation adds :
"If a Class has failed to meet this requirement for two

(Stefan OpReilly-Hyland)
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ISMA
International Six Metre Association

March 29th, 2013
International Sailing Federation
Attention Dr Jason Smithwick and Norbert Marin
Ariadne House Town Quay
Southampton
Hampshire SO14 2AQ
United Kingdom
International Six Metre Association –
Review of ISAF Class Status

Dear Jason, dear Norbert,
I write in response to your letter of 19 February 2014.
In it you point out that the levels of participation in the
‘Modern’ Division of the International Six Metre Class
have, in the last two World Championships, failed to
meet the numbers required by regulation 10.4(b).
The International Six Metre Association (ISMA) recognises this problem. Our proposed solution is that
we will in future maintain one entry list for a World
Championship, start all the entries in one division,
and declare one World Champion. We are confident
that this will mean that the number of entries will be
comfortably sufficient to qualify the event as a World
Championship. It will of course mean that it is almost
certain that the World champion will be a modern boat,
not a classic. We will continue to offer additional prizes restricted to the older boats, but we understand this
will not present a problem so long as only one boat is
nominated as the World Champion.
If in the future the entry figures for the event are sufficient to divide the fleet into two divisions, an ‘Open’
division for the modern boats and another limited to
the ‘Classic’ boats, such that each division can qualify
as a World Championship, then we would revert to that
arrangement.
In many recent regattas the International Six Metre
Class has faced the problem of how to control numbers
on the starting line, in the interests of safety. Clearly this is to some extent dependent on the waters in
which the event is held. But in many cases the Organ-
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ising Authority, conscious of its responsibility to run
the event in a safe manner, has considered it essential
to split the fleet in some way. Because the Class recognises an identifiable category of ‘Classic’ boats, for
which separate prizes are awarded, the natural solution
has been to define two starts, an ‘Open’ division for the
modern boats and a ‘Classic’ start for the older boats.
And the different characteristics of the two divisions
– the newer boats point higher and foot faster – have
made separate starts popular with owners and crews in
both categories.
Clearly, if there is a requirement to achieve a minimum
entry list to maintain World Championship status, then
there may be some limitations on when the Class can
start in two divisions. But there is a potential conflict
here between the status of the event and safety on the
water. As currently defined Regulation 10.4(b) defines the thresholds by consideration of the length of
the boats alone. ISMA would argue that these required
numbers are particularly demanding for a class of boats
which are difficult to manoeuvre on the start line, with
limited visibility for the helmsman, and heavy enough
to have the potential for serious damage. Put simply,
there is a conflict between the number of boats which
the Regulation requires us to have on the start line, and
the number which can safely be accommodated there.
One should bear in mind that altogether the Class has
had over 30 to 35 boats participating to each World
Championship in these past years, a number that can
make things difficult on the starting line and after. Obviously the situation is to some extent influenced by the
regatta venue – and shorter course legs make numbers
a consideration at the first windward mark as well – but
there are undoubtedly occasions where the Organising
Authority could be put in a very difficult position in
balancing safety against the requirement to accommodate fleet numbers.
ISMA would therefore request that the Equipment
Committee gives careful consideration to reducing the
requirements of Regulation 10.4(b) for the International Six Metre Class and for boats of a similar configuration. We note that boats in the next higher size band
(Boats>12.0m to 15.0 m) have a much less demanding
total number, while still requiring the same national
and continental spread of entries, and we believe that
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this would provide a sensible balance between maintaining the status of a World Championship and safety
on the starting line. In this respect, it may be sensible
for instance to apply to Sixes the same numbers that
apply to the Eights as both classes have to deal with
rather similar constraints.
We trust there may some ground for reviewing in the
future, in the interest of all, the numbers and look forward to hearing from you.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association

Yours truly,
Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland
Honorary Secretary
ISMA
soh67@orange.fr
C/O Yacht Club de France
41, avenue Foch
Paris 75016 (France)
Racing II

Questionnaire about the 6mJI
Class Communication Strategy
First of all, thank you very much for participating in the
survey and special thanks to Thomas Kuhmann and his
office team who put a lot of effort in this project.
The class will face a couple of challenges over the
next years. Organizing big events requires significant
funding. Therefore, an improved communication strategy will be key to generate media interest and attract
sponsors. As discussed at the AGM during the Worlds
in Flensburg, Thomas Kuhmann and his team initiated
the survey to get feedback from as many members as
possible. The whole questionnaire is too comprehensive to be published here in the ISMA Bulletin. For that
reason, we clustered the results to provide you with a
first and concise impression what the main issues and

results are. We are working hard to publish the complete questionnaire, including individual comments,
as a pdf- publication that will be available on the
ISMA-webpage at the beginning of June this year.
There has been the possibility to rank questions in a
range between very important- not important, respectively fully agree – fully disagree, respectively very relevant – not relevant, as well as there was the possibility to add individual comments. We want to illustrate
those results and comments, as well to offer an open
discussion at the next AGM Board meeting at the European Championships in Falmouth this year.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association

The questionnaire refers to three major issues:
- View on the Class
- Communication Strategy
-Technical Innovations (4th rule)
The background on the statistics:

A total of 57 participants, but not every participant answered every question, so this explains the different
percentages in the possible answers. The participants
are between 29 and 72 years old, 43 of them belong to
“Classic-fleet”, 10 to the “Modern-Fleet”, 98% quote
themselves as amateurs and they have a lot of experience with other classes. 90% of the boats owned by the
participants are in sailing condition.
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The view on the class:
6mR owners/sailors enjoy competitive racing, as well
as casual racing. Cruising is only the choice for approx.
60%, 85% enjoy the atmosphere and close to 100% the
spirit and the tradition of the class, as well as the elegance and the craftmanship of the boats. 90% enjoy the
hosting sailing clubs and the ambiance. The great history of the class, the splendid engeneering, the rareness,
the memories of the past in gentleman sailing, and great
owner/crew personalities are the unique features and
the „spirit“ of the class. The continous technological
progress is only for 33% part of it, 67% don’t think so.
The personal comments include quotes like the continuity of the class, as well as the possibility to develop
the boat up to best standards. Technical progress has
ended for the most in the late 80ies.

1. The Vision of the Class:
Q14 In the coming future, the Class should:

2 Graphs (52 answers)

It seems that there is a big interest to maintain “the status as a former Olympic, very traditional class”, as well as
getting all existing boats on the race course, and to attract sailors from other classes. The opinion on modifications
on keels in the Modern fleet is mostly indifferent, as well as becoming again the leading construction class.

14
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2. Communication strategy:
Q15 For me, the following information categories are relevant:

2 Graphs (52 answers)

Regatta information national and international have the highest interest for the internal communication tool, as
well as national activities, Information from the technical
Committee, information on renovation projects, marketplace, Information on the Classic and Modern Fleet, and
an information exchange amongst 6 Metre sailors have relevance values from 75% up to 99 %. Surprisingly, the
relevance of formal communication is lower with only 65%. Looking at all these subjects it is also interesting, that
a lot of them need to be very recent to be really interesting.
This point is part of the comments, where more actuality is a main focus.

Q16 In order to achieve this goal, I would like to select from the following communication modules

1 graph (52 answers)

The results show that the bi-annual ISMA Bulletin has an acceptance (very relevant + relevant) of approx. 55%,
while 13% are indifferent. 30% are of the opinion that the Bulletin only once a year would be enough, what
matches the interest in a “Coffee-table”-magazine. An up-to-date webpage and a web-based newsletter to the
members matters the most with high values (webpage) of 95% and (newsletter) 84%.
The comments in this case reflect the high respect for the print version, but the high costs make a web-based
newsletter an interesting alternative.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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Q17 For the entire communication strategy, the class should spend per year

(based on an average income 2011/12 of k 23,5 and annual expenditures of approx. k 20, mostly for ISMA news
and the website)

There is an interest in reducing costs for publishing. Almost half of the participants want to spend only half of the
current amount.
Q20 The use of terms should be defined as follows

It became very clear that the majority prefers the term “6 Metre “ for the class.
There is no clear vote for the association.
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Q21 to whom should our communication strategy extend:

(50 answers)

Q 23 in order to attract these target groups, the class should:

(50 answers)

The vast majority (80%) is of the opinion that the promotion and communication of the history, achievements
and personalities of the class should be improved and prioritised. For that reason it would be necessary to build
up an archive with detailed information about boats and owners/crews. Top sailors from other classes should be
attracted, but more common ground was found for the question to embed 6 Metre races in other big sailing events.
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3. Technical Innovations (4th rule)
Q25 From this topic, the following questions arise:

(48 answers) 4 Graphs
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The question whether a 4th rule should be the future focus of class, was one of the major topics to be examined
with this survey. About 75% agreed that “the class should stay as it is, organize its fleets and regattas as today”.
Only 22% agreed with idea of going into a 4th Rule “Design-process” to create a radical new, cutting edge mono
hull design. The interest in being the “most innovative construction class in the mid range area” is with 17% (Fully
agree + agree) very low, even when it was recognized, that the new design would attract more sailors and interest
for the class. The fear that the 4th Rule would “rather endanger the class, by breaking it into too many fractions
and reduce the value of the present fleet” is with 55% relatively high, even when 25% are indifferent in that case.
The idea that “the class should focus on improvement of the Moderns within the present rule” is agreed by 57%
of the participants.
The comments mostly say that the 4th Rule will damage the uniqueness of the 6 Metre Class. There are so many
designs and classes out there, that it will be dangerous to loose identity. Another quote says that in times when
everything is getting more and more radical, the 6 Metre Class is an established Class with a clear profile.
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Proposed Action Items
Major Areas To Work On At The AGM In Falmouth, July 2014

1.) Internal Communication Tools Of The Class
As it shows, the expensive bi-annual ISMA bulletin
could possibly be replaced by appropriate internet tools
and other easier-to-publish-products. The resolution at
the AGM should result in concrete decisions on the future communication tools in the Class.
2.) Communications strategy to the outside world
Communication with other classes and sailors, presenting the Class in its beauty and dignity etc. will be a
major task in order to keep the Class attractive or make
it even more interesting for sailors from other classes
to join. The action items here will reach from more intensive press coverage to invitation regattas, possibly
changing some of the race formats, and the like. Further, communication to ISAF and other sailing institutions as well as event organizers such as Cowes Week,
Kieler Woche etc. will be an item. Results here should
be a concrete communication strategy to the outside,
including budget, responsible officers etc.
3.) Technical innovation
Since the results show no prevailing readiness of the
Class to reach out to a fourth rule, but possibly to optimize the existing set of rules and provide the Class
with some innovated touch, the task will be to define
exactly the scope of work for that. Results here should

Nice water

be a concrete resolution as to what the Board/Technical
Committee/etc. should work on in the next year.
4.) Race formats
By the questionnaire and also some proposals offered
by Hans Oen, the Class should reconsider at least some
of its race formats and make racing possibly more interesting for the present members, but also for guests and
new sailors in the Class, reaching from other course
formats to possibly having boats from other classes sail
together with us on the same course, etc.. Results of a
resolution should be a concrete set of actions and again,
budget, responsible officers in ISMA to realize those
changes if decided.
The communication working group will present resolution proposals on time and publish them both to the
ISMA Board, the National Presidents, as also communicate it to members on the ISMA webpage, probably
early June, 2014.
A big hand to those having participated in the questionnaire and hopefully we will be able to initiate the
activities in the marked aereas to promote the future
development of the Class in an organized manner.
For the 6mJI Class report 2014
please consult <www.6metre.ch>
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Proposal for ISMA Committee
2014-2016 to elect at the AGM
2014 in Falmouth
The Nomination Committee (Thomas Kuhmann, Toby
Rodes and I) have collected input from many of you
and we are now publishing our first draft of a slate.
This will also be included in the ISMA Newsletter.

The proposed New Structure would have four VP´s and
be a functional one where there would be a VP of Moderns, a VP of Classics, a VP of Communications and a
Race VP.

Please review it carefully and send us comments. Not
all names have been reached for comments, if your
name is on the list and you object, please inform.

Vote 2: Current Elected Secretary Function vs New Permanent, Paid Secretary Function

The Final proposal will be published well in advance
of the AGM.

This would change the By-laws F.5. , which states “F.
Officers; … 5. All offices are held for two years….”

Best regards
Henrik Andersin

Vote 3: Names

President: Matt Brooks(USA) or Johan Larsson(SWE)
ISMA Nomination Committee
Henrik Andersin, Chairman
Dr. Thomas Kuhmann, member
Thomas Rodes, member
March 31, 2014

VP candidates: Johan Larsson (SWE), Ismo Hentula
(FIN), Thomas Kuhmann (GER), Hans Oen(USA), Ian
Howlett (GBR)

Report for the ISMA News concerning nominations for ISMA
officers 2014

If new structure wins then

Dear ISMA Country Associations,
We have conducted a name search for the International Six Metre Association and are after consideration
ready to propose a slate of names.
We will also propose a possible new structure for the
Board. This is a separate issue and should be voted
upon before the names are decided.
We also make a proposal that a new function, a Permanent Secretary would be formed

If old structure (Vote 1) wins then Thomas Kuhmann
would be VP Southern Europe, Hans Oen for Americas
and Ismo Hentula for Northern Europe.
Ian Howlett, VP Moderns
Ismo Hentula or Johan Larsson or Tim Street VP Classics
Thomas Kuhmann or Thilo Durach (GER), VP Marketing
Hans Oen (USA) or Paul Smith (GBR) , Racing VP
Secretary/Permanent Secretary

If old system then Stefan O´Reilly-Hyland (FRA) or
Ismo Hentula (FIN)
If Permanent (Executive) Secretary then Tim Russell
(GBR) who would also be the Treasurer.
Treasurer

Vote 1: Current Structure vs New Structure

The ISMA By-Laws currently lists three Vice Presidents.
The current structure which has a Country/Regional
focus is not purposeful for all needs of the ISMA. The
Vice-Presidencies are now designated as Southern Europe, Northern Europe and the Americas.

Matt Brooks informs that he cannot continue as the US
IRS makes it too complicated to have a Bank account
in Europe for a US Citizen.
At this point we do not have a suggestion for voted
Treasurer.
We propose Tim Russel would take over this if he is
chosen as Permanent Secretary.
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Technical Committee

Chairman:

David Pedrick (USA) or Hank Thayer (USA)
Members:
David Pedrick,
Ian Howlett,
Greg Stewart (USA),
Mannerberg (FIN)
Classic Committee

Hank Thayer,
Guy-Roland Perrin (SUI),
David Chivers (GBR), Jussi
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to take on many of the routine tasks that the Treasurer
performs, such as collecting subscriptions, selling sail
labels, operating the bank account and keeping the financial records. But I think ISMA still needs to elect
a Treasurer to supervise this function, if only because
an Executive Secretary will otherwise be in a position
of paying himself (or herself) and someone should be
responsible for making certain this is done correctly! Best wishes.

Members:

Rainer Muller (SUI),
Peter Hoffman(USA),
Esko Kilpi (FIN),
Eric Jespersen(CAN), Tim
Street(GBR) if not voted VP Classics

Tim R

Tim Russel comments the nominating
committee proposal:

David Pedricks comments the nominating
committee proposal:

Gentlemen I think I need to make my position clear.
A few weeks ago I suggested to some of you that perhaps ISMA should think about employing a paid Executive Secretary, as other classes do - for instance
I know someone who until recently did that job for the
International Dragon Association (IDA). Actually the
IDA have two people, but they are a much bigger organisation, and I think that the job for ISMA would
only need one person working part-time. I have also
indicated that, if ISMA wanted to follow that path,
I would consider taking on the job. As a separate matter, ISMA may also want to consider whether it needs a
professional to try to improve its publicity.
Henrik's proposed slate suggests that ISMA must first
decide whether it wants to make that change. I support that proposal - obviously it must be agreed before
ISMA appoints anyone to a paid post. And I think the
principal of this decision must be agreed regardless of
who is then appointed to the job. So I think that the
matter must be presented to ISMA in that way, and not
as a proposal to elect a particular person to the post.
Though obviously the fact that someone is available
to take on the job, and whether ISMA thinks they are
suitable, will be a factor in deciding whether to employ
an Executive Secretary.
If ISMA decides to appoint an Executive Secretary
than that person would also be available to act as a secretary to the other committees such as the Technical
and Classics Committees. Henrik has also suggested
that the Executive Secretary should also act as Treasurer. I think that ISMA should consider this point carefully. Obviously an Executive Secretary would be able

Dear Henrik and others,
Thank you for the nominating report. I’m impressed
and pleased with the committee’s recommendations,
especially with the thought given to reorganizing the
Board’s governance structure.
Toby and I had a good chat about the Technical Committee recently. My own wishes are to serve as chairman for 2-3 more years, by which time a successor
would be in place. I intend to get myself the European
championship this year and 2016, and to the Worlds in
2015, to assist in their conduct. The game plan would
be reassessed as 2016 approaches. I hope that will be
agreeable with the Class.
Thank you for nominating Hank Thayer and Jussi
Mannerberg to the TC. They’re both very capable candidates to add to it.
I’m also pleased to see Ian’s value recognized as the
candidate for VP Moderns in the proposed new Board
structure.
Beat leaves very big shoes to fill. Nevertheless, I believe that both Matt and Johan offer the enthusiasm and
leadership to assure that Beat’s successor will find the
stride to lead the Class well.
Kind regards,
David Pedrick
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Greg Stewarts comments the nominating
committee proposal:

Henrik,
Thank you for the Proposed Slate of ISMA Officers.
I can confirm that I would like to continue on the Technical Committee.
My only other comments about the forwarded Nominating Committee Report is that the proposed new format positions be defined in the same manner as follows.
•

VP Moderns

•

VP Classics

•

VP Marketing

•

VP Racing

ISMA News International 6mJI Association

- selection of candidates for the new VP's functions,
in particular, should clearly take into account expertise
required to enable nominated officers to do the job in
relation to their functions,
- careful preparation of proposed resolutions to be discussed and voted will have to be carried out as well as
by-laws corresponding modifications. Beat will certainly have a say as to how he wishes and sees this.
Regards,
Stefan soh67@orange.fr

The above drops "of" and makes the Racing position
the same format as the others.

Treasurers notes

Regards,

Gentlemen

Greg Stewart
Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland comments the
nominating committee proposal:

No doubt Matt will send Beat a more detailed note in
time for the next ISMA Journal. But here are the figures for the accounts for last year, as at 31 December
last.

Dear Henrik,

A few words of explanation:

further to your email, I thought I should let you have
my position and a few comments :
- whichever solution is voted at the AGM, I will not
continue as an officer of ISMA,
- the need for a "permanent secretary" or as Tim Russell suggests for an "Executive Secretary" makes sense
and triggers a number of other changes in the governance of ISMA,
- the choice of the first "Executive Secretary", if this is
the route decided at the AGM, is quite instrumental and
Tim would have in light of his knowledge of the Class
all the ingredients to do the job,
- the "Executive Secretary" should not be the Treasurer, these functions cannot be under one same hat for
possible conflicts reasons,

The cost of the ISMA Journal and website
is CHF 24,300, made up from:
Printing 2 issues at CHF 7,000 = CHF 14,000
Postage 2 issues (400 copies each) at CHF 3,200 = CHF 6,400
Webmaster 3 shares of the webmaster at CHF 1,300 = CHF 3,900

ISMA News International 6mJI Association

You will see we have made a small gain (negative loss)
on currency exchange and bank transfers. This is not
the Treasurer being very clever, but merely a reflection

Bulletin 1/2014

of the changing exchange rates during the year!
Best wishes.
Tim R
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News from France
Invitation World Cup 2015

La SNT supported by Stefan O’Reilly-Hyland started
to prepare the 6mJI World Cup 2015. Unfortunately
in the meantime we all lost a great friend of the 6mJI
yachts. Jean-Pierre Blavec, former president of Société

Nautique La Trinité sur Mer passed away in autumn
2013. ISMA and their members do bear in remembrance this gentleman, who did so much for our Class.
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News from USA
Matt Brooks is elected as person of the year 2013 by
the Classic Boat Magazine.
Matt Brooks

RVYC’s Alexandra Cup
– 2014

Photo: David & Jeff Sutcliffe

Alexandra Cup 2014
With the 2017 International 6 Metre World
Championships slated for Vancouver, B.C. and
hosted by the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club, the
Trustees of the Alexandra Cup have agreed that for

in both the Modern and Classics divisions of the
6 metre World Cup and European Championships
Championships. Most recently, RVYC sailors

2 events in Vancouver on consecutive late Summer
International 6 Metre World Championships in
entries at the European Championships this summer
in Falmouth, U.K.
Challenges for the Alexandra Cup are expected from
Seattle YC and St Francis YC and charters may be
American Championships for the Gooderham
Cup.

For more information on charters, accommodations,
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News from Switzerland
It was an eary January evening, when Yann Petremand
invited the Swiss 6mJI owner to a meeting in Sociéte
Nautique in Geneva.

The result was a tough inspiration to the Swiss owners
not only owning 6mJI but racing them, too. There are
opportunities at the Lake of Geneva for all 6mJI boats.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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News from Germany
We all remember so well the World Cup 2013 to which
we were invited by the Flensburger Segel Club together with Oliver Berking and his complete crew. What
an excellent souvenir to this extraordinary event on
the water and on shore. There is a next opportunity for

6mJI sailors to enjoy the Flensburger Förde again. So
please send your entry form to participate at the Robbe
& Berking Sterling Cup. Thank you, Oliver, so much
for your contiuous engagement for our class.

NOTICE
OF
R ACE
ROBBE & BERKING
mR STERLING CUP

P
RM
FOCU
YG
LIN
ERTR
MR STEN
Robbe & beRking mR SteRling Cup
13th – 15th june 2014
The entry fee for the 12-metre yachts will be € 50,– per crew member registered.
The entry fee for 5,5 m IC class will be € 180,– per boat and for 6mR Yachts € 300 per boat.
Send to: Flensburger Segel-Club – D 24960 Glücksburg
Telefon +49 49 (0) 46 31-32 33 | Fax +49 (0) 46 31-32 36 | Internet: www.fsc.de | Email: race@fsc.de

please enter the following yacht

13th– 15 th June 2014
FL

ENSBURG

Name of yacht:

_________________________________________________

Class:

___________________

Sail No:

_________________________________________________

Designer:

_________________________________________________

Owners name:

_________________________________________________

Skipper’s name:

_________________________________________________

Skipper’s Yacht Club:

_________________________________________________

Address:

_________________________________________________

Phone:

_________________________________________________

Email:

_________________________________________________

Division: _________________

BAUM & KÖNIG

The Classic-Yacht Broker

I agree to be bound by the terms and conditions as printed in the
Notice of Race including the waiver of liability.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Place/Date/Signature Skipper)

FL

ENSBURG

BAUM & KÖNIG

The Classic-Yacht Broker
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News from Norway
Dear Beat,
Attached is the invitation to the Norwegian Europe
Week 2014 Classics Regattas in Oslo Fjord this summer. It is on at the same time as the European Championships at Falmouth. Since Falmouth is a long way
for the Scandinavian boats to come, I wonder whether
any of the Swedish or German boats might like to go

to this Regatta, based around Oslo and Son, instead. I
thought that you might like to include the details in the
1/2014 Bulletin.
Best Regards,
Yours, Tim.
(Tim Street)

The Royal Norwegian Yacht Club and KTK, Norwegian Classic Yacht Club, welcome
you to a week of racing, social and cultural events, in their role as organizers of the
international Europe Week 2014.
At the same time the Kingdom of Norway will celebrate the bicentenary of her
constitution. Europe Week 2014 will be an official event being part of these
celebrations.
Europe Week 2014 will take place in Sandefjord, Son and Oslo between 15th and 22nd
July. Racing in large classic yachts, some of which took part also in Europe Week
1914, classic metre yachts as well as smaller day sailing yachts, will create one of the
most spectacular events in the history of Norwegian sailing. It will highlight not only
racing, but the cultural aspects of yacht design and boatbuilding as well.
The month of July provides the best time of sailing in Norway, with mild and
light summer nights, warm and gentle breezes as well as a pleasant and sunny
climate.
We welcome our sailing friends from near and afar and look forward to seeing you in
Norway next summer.
Oslo, December 2013

www.europeweek2014.no

PHOTO: Europeweek 1914, Norsk Maritimt Museum
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OSLO

The Royal Norwegian Yacht
Club, KNS, and the Norwegian
Classic Yacht Club, KTK, have
been entrusted the task of organizing the international
«Europe Week» in 2014, celebrating the 200 years of
Norway’s independence and
the centenary of the «Europe
Week 1914»-regatta in Norway.
We welcome you to a week
of racing with social and
cultural events in the three Oslofjord-cities!

SON

SANDEFJORD

H.M. King Harald V Honorary Chairman

The Europe Week 1914 was organized under the
patronage of H.M. King Haakon VII. Now, 100 years
later, his grandson, H.M. King Harald V, is the
Honorary Chairman of the organizing committee.
King Harald is himself an active yachtsman with a
long and impressive career as helmsman and skipper
of several Olympic class boats as well as offshore
racing yachts. Today, in his 77th year, king Harald is
racing his own 8mR, «Sira», a classic Johan Anker
design built to his father, king Olav V. in 1938.

The Europe Week Classic Regatta will for the third time
take place in Norwegian waters, in 2014 from 15th to 22nd
July. The regatta starts in Sandefjord, a maritime city on the
south coast of the Oslo fjord. After two days of racing in
Sandefjord, the boats sail across the Oslo fjord 18th July, some
30 nautical miles to Son. Here the participants will be guests
in a small town full of history and maritime charm. The
regatta continues 20th July with a race from Son to Oslo.
Here all participants are invited to a reception at the Town hall
21st July and a visit to the Norwegian Maritime Museum. The
regatta will continue 21st and 22nd July in Oslo before Europe
Week 2014 ends with a farewell dinner and party 22nd July.

PHOTO: Europeweek 1914, Norsk Maritimt Museum

Inviting boats from the 1914 regatta

Cruise in company

130 boats from eight European nations with Europe’s elite
yachtsmen gathered in Norway in 1914 for a grand celebration
of Norway’s 100 years of national independence. For the first
time the famous «Schooner Sailing Yachts» in Class A; the
German Kaiser’s «Meteor», «Hamburg II» and Krupp’s
«Germania» were competing in Norway. Five 15 meter boats,
12 12 meter class boats and a good number of all the smaller
classes took part in the event, including Colin Archer and
other Scandinavian double-enders.
Several of these boats are still sailing, some as replicas but
many in original, restored condition. Hopefully several of
them will be back in Norwegian waters for the Europe Week
2014. They are invited free of entrance fees.

For the foreign yachts a feeder «Cruise in company» will be
organized from Stockholm and Copenhagen to Marstrand in
Sweden and finally to Sandefjord.
After the Europe Week regatta you will be invited to a
cruise along the southcoast of Norway, visiting Horten and
Hankø, finishing at Risør for the «Risør Wooden Boat
Festival», 1st – 3rd August.

Where to send your entry

Please let us have the details of your name, address and
type of boat as soon as possible. The time to pay the
entrance fee is up to you: Until December 31 2013 it is
NOK 800 – 1500 depending of the size of boat, and
from January 1st it is NOK 1200 – 2000 per boat.
Europe Week 2014
Bank Account No is: 8101.85.60631
Send your entry with copy of payment to: KNS
Secretariat, Huk Aveny 1, Bygdøy 0287 Oslo.
E-Mail: info@kns.no
Web: www.EuropeWeek2014.no

For more information, please contact

Per Bøymo Royal Norwegian Yacht Club
E-mail: per@kns.no
Phone: +47 2327 5600
Peter Ennals Norwegian Classic Yacht Club
E-mail: Peter@goclassic.no Phone: +47 9320 0547
Henrich Nissen-Lie, Project Manager
E-mail: henrich@seilas.no Phone: +47 9502 3038
Mikkel Thommessen, Media and Information
E-mail: mikkel@seilas.no Phone: +47 9075 6365

www.EuropeWeek2014.no
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Classic Notes
Six-Metres in Norway 2014
After 1952, although Six-Metre sailing continued in
Finland, Sweden, Switzerland and the American North
West, with many boats being beautifully maintained,
Six-Metre racing effectually ceased in Norway despite
her great heritage. Indeed it was not really until after
the re-birth of the Six-Metres in the UK in 1985 and
the introduction of the classic concept for pre-1965
boats, that great interest re-started throughout Europe.
Sadly, in Norway, the founding of the KTK and the
production of the beautiful magazine Klassiske Linjer,
combined with the formation of the European Classic
Yacht Union (ECYU) by Chris Ennals, somehow failed
to arouse sufficient interest in Norway for anyone to reform a Norwegian fleet.
Although in 1996 there were seven Sixes listed in the
KTK Batregister, since then there has been very little
interest in Norway, in spite of the restoration of Askeladden and despite Norway’s great heritage. Leila and
Victoria have been sold to the UK (Victoria subsequently to Finland) and an unknown boat, now named
Northern Spirit but then listed as NN and built in Finland in 1937, has recently been sold to Majorca, while
Jan Nygaard, who has had his boat NOR 86 Miranda II
fully restored in Britain has now taken her to his home
in Malta.

Grimstead; N 63 Buri believed to be owned by Jomar
Elday at Kragero and in good sailing condition; N 78
Hordung, recently beautifully restored as a cruiser
by Honovi Midtskog and Henrik Brun also based in
Olso, and N 87 Holmgang, a modern 1981 Peter Norlin
boat based at Slevikkilen. Abroad Norway has been
represented internationally by Hans J. Oen with NOR
80 Elizabeth X and N 71 Flapper, a 1939 Chr, Jensen
boat owned by Nick Booth, both now based in the US
and more recently, also by Chris Schram with NOR 17
Oslo at the 2012 Europeans at Nyneshamn. .
Elsewhere there are three important Norwegian boats
badly deteriorating and needing someone to rescue
them and restore them to their homeland. The first
and the one in best condition is N 1 Jo, also mentioned
above, at the Aldeburgh Boatyard in Suffolk, England.
Other known ones are N 44 Diana, a 1931 Henrik Robert, owned by M. Michel Depuyt and for sale in France
and the sad remains of N 59 Coima, a 1936 Anker, dying in a farmyard in the South of England.
Thus there is the basis for a proper ISMA fleet but it
now requires someone to take up the challenge of actually making contact with all the Six-Metres in Norway,
forming a Norwegian Six-Metre Association (NSMA)
and organising the first ever Norwegian Six-Metre
Championships with all Six-Metres in whatever condition invited to take part. As a first step, the Kingdom
of Norway will celebrate the bicentenary of the constitution with Europe Week 2014 Regattas being official
events as part of it. The regattas will take place in Sandefjord, Son and Oslo between the 15th and 22nd July
with a special start for Six-metres and all owners of
Sixes in ISMA are thereby invited to attend.

FW_ N 51 Victoria - vintage shot in Norway
In Norway at this time, as well as Peter Ennals’ Sonja II
awaiting restoration, there are believed to be still some
boats in sailing condition. The boats believed to still
be in sailing condition in Norway are N 8 Askeladden;
N 29 Bianca owned by Hans Andersson at Gotenburg;
N 34 Norna in Oslo; N 39 Elizabeth 8 at the Holman
Yachtwerf; N 43 Norna II owned by Oyvind Toft at

Miranda II in Malta
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that I am not allowed to import used cars or boats this
is also a reason why I have decided to sell up Miranda
II and Amazone I have not talking with Peter Wilson
about this yet.
The Miranda II is now in a good shape with lots of
work and new deck equipment installed with new
bronze winches etc as you know the whole keel with
keel wood and fastenings witch is now laminated oak
witch was iron before has been renewed.
However I have attached some of my last photos of Miranda II I have also lots of informations regarding the
past of Miranda II from Italy witch she was one of the
Italian stars in 1937-38 when she was racing.
From: Jan Chr Nygaard [mailto:nygaard44@hotmail.
com] Sent: 22 October 2010 16:22 To: Tim Street Subject: Miranda II
Dear Tim,
Thank you for the telephone conversation we had yesterday as I told you I have problems with continue
keeping up with all the problems I have had in the past
with Miranda II to be able to get hear finich and in the
water I was looking forward to be able to sail hear but
my time is running out and as I told you I will be moving to my house in Brazil some time next year.
As I told you I have been tried to export the boat to
Brazil I was also in contact with Toben in Brazil he was
checking out for me but he found out the same as me

Best regards
Jan
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Miranda II in new Yard in Malta

News from the Netherlands
For the ISMA Bulletin Classic Notes, some photos of
NED 21 Caramba (ex S 24 and L6) designed by Gustaf
Estlander and built by Pabst Werf in Finland in 1923,
now owned by Pieter van Reedt Dortland, who bought
her from Frank Zomerdijk She is now at last nearing
the completion of her restoration in the Netherlands.
Best wishes.
Yours, Tim Street.

Caramba
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News from Italy
Notes about important sales in Italy are discussed. First
Dan D 43 is for sale.

Nivola ITA 74

Marina Carpaneda, the wife of late Luigi Capaneda,
who won the Europeans 2005 in St.Tropez, informed
about.
Nivola ITA 74, the World Champion in 1993, has been
bought by Rainer Suhner, the owner of Mecara SUI 45.
Its nice to have on modern 6mJI more in Switzerland.

News from Finland
Cruising and or delivering a Six Meter
a story of great
importance by Tapio Lehtinen <tapio.a.lehtinen@gmail.com>

May Be IV, 6mR FIN 53, designed by Tore Holm in
1936, participated in the Europeans 2012 in Nynäshamn
and the Worlds 2013 in Flensburg. While the other participants were transported by land, we continued our 29
year long tradition (one exception in 1998 Europeans
in Cowes) of sailing to the venue on our own keel.
I was asked to write a story of the “heroic” trip, but
I will rather give some tips to new Six Meter sailors
considering to sail further than their club race course.
There is nothing heroic in making long passages with
Six Meters or even smaller boats, it is just a somewhat
forgotten tradition. A French guy whose name I have
forgotten took part in the 1984 Ostar with a modified
Six Meter, and my parents in law sailed across the Baltic Sea from Helsinki to Copenhagen in a Nordic Folkboat after getting an architect assignment in Denmark
in the early 1970s.
In 1937, the Finnish Six Meter Lyn took part in the
Coronation Regatta in Torquay. The boat was launched
from a steamer in London, Curt Mattson sailed away
on starboard, tacked once outside the French coast and
landed in Torquay 52 hours later.
As many of us know, a six meter is a perfect cruising
boat in the sheltered waters of the Baltic Sea, New England or Pacific North West archipelago. So here come
some thoughts and tips regarding cruising/delivering a
Six Meter.
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It´s about traditions, the German courtesy
flag going up in Flensburg.
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Sails

Main sail with slides & two deep reefs, light genoa, jib
(small enough!), light spinnaker and heavy spinnaker.
It is important to have a light #1 genoa and light spinnaker, because you want to keep the boat moving in
almost no wind as you don´t have an engine. Likewise,
it is important to have a small jib for strong winds and
also a heavy spinnaker for fast passage making when
you are lucky with the wind. If you are hit by a real
gale, take the mainsail down altogether, a six meter
goes also upwind with just a jib.
A gale in the Swedish archipelago with
our 13 year old daughter Vaije

Homeward bound Six meter lunch without new potatoes
(Baltic herring, rye bread, Flensburger Beer, Flensburger
aquavit)

Our daughter Vaije enjoying spinnaker sailing in Denmark.
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On the deck

We always cover the forward hatch for passage making
and use the leeward running backstay winch for sheeting the genoa. Downwind we use the mainsheet winch
for the spinnaker guy – this arrangement makes for
interesting spinnaker jibes, which have to be planned
pretty carefully.

When sailing with the light genoa, keep a proper lookout also when cruising or delivering.

This summer we made plywood “half moons” to cover
the lee side of the key hole aft opening of May Be IV to
prevent too much water coming in going upwind in big
waves. Have a sturdy bilge pump with spares.

Vivi in a gale in Hanöbukt, the Biscay of the Baltic

Take your beer or the Finnish Jaloviina –brandy, but
don´t get drunk.

Spi guy on main winch, forward hatch closed,
lifeline running to the bow, life is good

My wife Vivi working in the bow, safely on her knees and
attached to the lifeline. We were lucky with the winds with
lots of good spinnaker sailing.

Safety

Before leaving, make sure that the old lady is structurally sound. No broken frames, no leakages while under
pressure. And don´t ask for trouble – reef in time, don´t
let her slam too badly off steep waves going upwind.
In big seas we rig a lifeline from the aft opening to the
forestay on both sides of the boat. Using the lifeline
with a short tether, having always one hand for the ship
and one hand for yourself and staying on board is much
more important than wearing a life jacket to stay afloat.
The probability of falling over correlates positively
with the distance between your ass and the deck of the
boat – it is no shame to use four wheel drive when the
going gets tough.
Keep your distanced to the lee shore. Carry a proper
anchor with chain and enough rope.
Check the bilge regularly and keep it dry. Flares, handheld VHF, maybe we should have had also an EPIRB.

Anticipation

Take a nap before you are exhausted, eat before you
are starving, put on more clothes before you freeze, dry
your gear whenever possible. In a breeze take a reef
before going out – it is easier to shake out a reef than
take one in while sailing. Change into the jib and / or
take in a reef when the wind seems to be picking up or
at the sunset or if the barometre is going down.
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Navigation

We have used paper charts and handheld gps for years,
but this summer we used an iPad with Navionics software and also a AIS app for following the commercial
traffic. Sailing down to Germany we had the charts on
hand during our three week leisurely cruise, but coming back in five and half days with just one night in
harbor we never took the charts out. iPad with a water
tight case, charged from a car battery was absolutely
fantastic, also for following Windguru.

We had five persons sleeping cosily in May Be IV for one
night.

In 1936, she got the Olympic
Bronze medal here for Sweden

We also have a classic Tiny Tot solid fuel stove with a
chimney through the deck, but it is only needed in the
northern parts of the Baltic in colder and wet weather
– makes for fantastic evenings in port with hot rhum
toddy after a tough sailing day.
Keep the boat clean and tidy. A place for everything
and everything in its place – it is a safety measure and
makes life much easier and more enjoyable.

Inside the boat

May Be IV has a very nice layout for cruising below
the deck. In front of the mast we have a queen size double bunk, two benches behind the mast wide enough
for sleeping and the floor boards deep enough to make
moving in the boat easy and sitting on the benches
comfortable. No bulkheads, no galley, no toilet. Two
classic Trangia camping cookers with gas – clean and
quick, potatoes on one burner, sauce on the other, luxury! Bucket as the toilet. Oil lamp gives surprisingly
much warmth and dries the boat.

Changing crew in Denmark. Vaije and Vivi left for the
Zoom8 Nordics in Sweden and Worlds in Norway and Silja
and Ville joined me for the last bit of the delivery down to
Glucksburg
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What to take along

As little as possible – it makes it easier to follow the
principle above. Everyone should have their personal
belongings in one reasonably sized watertight bag, we
keep the foul weather gear in one bag or spinnaker bag
on the side of the boat easily accessible.
Food
I can sail for the whole summer on Baltic herring, new
potatoes, butter, rye bread, beer and an aquavit every
now and then. Keep it simple, in addition to the above
green apples, carrots, dark chocolate, porridge, bacon
and eggs with coffee in the morning and enough tinned
food until the next harbor if the others don´t agree with
the herring diet.
Enjoy
That´s why we do it! Sail with people who you like, enjoy the breeze, the sun, the long sailing days and boredom, starlight nights, surfing the waves, sleeping in a
moving boat trusting the ones on the deck. Get to know
your Six Meter by sailing her, living and moving with
the boat so that her movements get into your spine and
you understand that they are living organisms.
Six Meters give the best sailing experience there is –
they are fast for their size, during the whole ca 1500
nm trip we were passed only once, by a 45 ft X Yachts
racing boat on their way to the X Gold Cup in Copenhagen. A 77 year old yacht maneuvered by only sails is
also a conversation subject – you get friends in every
port.

Boatbuilder and May Be IV crew member Juha Suorsa
joined me for a fast 5,5 day delivery back home with only
one 10 hour pit stop in southern Sweden
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Information of general interest
Did one of our readers buy this nice property with view to the Solent ?

A Shipbuilding History. 17501932; Alexander Stephen and
Sons:
Prepared gracefully by Ian Howlett, thank you !
Though the late Alexander Stephen was a Glasgow
man, and resided for many years in that city, he invariably spent the summer months at his residence,
"Fearan Collie," at the Bullwood, about two miles from
Dunoon. From there he travelled daily to the yard for
about twenty-four years, until 1890, when he moved to
Wemyss Bay, where he had built a new house on the
estate of Kelly. Living on the Firth of Clyde throughout the summer, it was natural that he and his family
should take up yachting with an enthusiasm characteristic of their line.
RACING YACHTS
Since the Stephens took up residence on the Firth of
Clyde, at least two generations of the family have figured prominently in British yacht-racing circles. In addition to a keen personal enthusiasm for the sport itself,
they have naturally a sound practical knowledge of the
technicalities of yacht construction which has doubtless contributed largely to the success of their Linthouse-built boats both at home and abroad.

The Firm has built five racing yachts in all, to the designs of Fred J. Stephen.
The first of the series was the Coila, constructed at
Linthouse in 1886, for A. E. and F. J. Stephen. She was
one of five vessels built that year to the old length and
breadth yacht racing rule — two being designed by the
late Mr. G. L. Watson, one by Mr. Fife of Fairlie, and
one by the late Mr. Paton. As this rule caused a severe
tax on beam, it produced a long narrow type of yacht
with a deep body and heavy lead keel. These five 3-tonners, which were the most extreme ever built under that
rule, were such extraordinary boats that they practically brought the rule to an end. They were generally 29
ft. on the water-line, about 40 ft. overall, with a beam
of 4 ft. 8 ins., and 6 ft. draught, with approximately 5
tons of lead on the keel. The Cora, designed by Mr. Paton, had 6 tons, and so full was her body that there was
no hollow in her midship section. So long and narrow
were these boats that they became known as the "ham
knives." However, they provided excellent sport, and
were good boats to windward, though very wet.
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The Coila was moderately successful in her first two
years. In 1888, Fred Stephen, taking advantage of the
alteration to the rule of measurement when the length
and sail area came into force, made certain changes to
the boat — slightly increasing her beam and deepening
her keel. That year she was most successful, and gained
23 prizes out of 25 starts
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At the end of the season, however, the Dormy, having
won the race for 6-metre boats in the Olympic Games
— the yacht races of which were held in the Solent —
challenged Coila II in order that she might call herself
the best 6-metre yacht in the world.
The late Mr. George Moir, a most enthusiastic yachtsman, offered a prize of £30, and a match was fixed for
the best out of five races. Mr. Moir‘s own 6-metre boat,
Era, also competed, and after a most exciting struggle,
in which the Dormy and Coila II both won two races,
Coila II secured the fifth race, and so carried off the
prize. She continued successful until 1910, when the
newer boats were proving somewhat faster. In 1911,
after being extensively altered and improved, and her
rig changed from the gunter lug to the Bermudian rig,
then coming rapidly into favour, she regained the head
of her class, and remained near that position for the rest
of her racing career.
In 1914 a points cup was presented for competition in
the 6-metre class, and Coila II had just carried it off
when all racing was stopped by the outbreak of the
War.
COILA III. In 1922 Coila II was broken up, and a new
6-metre, Coila III, constructed to the revised International rule that had come into force the previous year.

In 1891 A. E. and F. J. Stephen built a 10 rater (length
and sail area rule), the Maida. This measurement rule,
which came into force in 1886, produced a much better
type of boat — the Maida and two or three others, built
about that time, being approximately 35 ft. on the waterline, and 8 to 9 ft. beam. The Maida was fairly successful, coming out top of her class in one of the three
years during which she was sailed by Fred Stephen.
COILA II. During 1908 a new International rule of
measurement was adopted, to supersede the previous
length and sail area rule, which had eventually produced an unsatisfactory type of boat, with a shallow
body and light displacement. As a new class of 6-metre
boats to this rule was being formed on the Clyde, Fred
Stephen was invited to join: upon deciding to do so, he
built at Linthouse the little yacht, Coila II.
The second Coila, which was destined to be very successful, was more powerful and had rather deeper draft
than the majority of 6-metre boats built at that time. In
her first year there were only two in her class on the
Clyde, and she beat her opponent on practically every
occasion.

Coila III differed somewhat from the boats already
built to the new rule. Her longitudinal under-water profile was practically a complete triangle, which had not
yet been adopted in this type of yacht. She had also a
little more beam that the other boats, and slightly hollower section. Her length was 21 ft. 6 ins. on the water-line, 35 ft. overall, her beam being 7 ft. and draught
of water 5 ft. 3 ins.; she was rigged as a Bermudian
sloop, a rig which had by this time entirely superseded
the old style.
Her owner, Fred Stephen, was unfortunately unable to
sail Coila III during her first year, owing to serious injuries sustained in an accident that occurred just before
her launch. Mr. Stephen missed his footing on the staging round her gunwale, and fell to the ground, breaking
four ribs and puncturing his lungs. He was seriously
ill for several months, during which, though debarred
from racing, he found an excellent deputy in his son,
John Stephen, who took his place at the tiller of Coila
III and sailed her with great skill.
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Coila III proved a successful boat from the very outset
of her career. During her first year she was included in
the four-yacht team selected to represent Great Britain
in the British America Cup races at Oyster Bay, Long
Island Sound. Though the British team lost, Coila III
scored as great a number of points as any yacht on either side.
THE SEAWANHAKA CUP
At the close of these races, the Seawanhaka Club invited one of the British team to challenge for the Seawanhaka Cup, then held by the Manchester Yacht
Club, Marble Head, Massachusetts. This trophy, an
International challenge cup put up by the club in 1895,
for races between small yachts of not more than 25 ft.
sailing length, with amateur crews, is one of the oldest
International challenge cups in existence, and ranks in
importance, for small yachts, with the America Cup,
for large yachts.
At the period in question the cup had already been
raced for many times, but had never crossed the Atlantic. A south of England yachtsman had challenged for
it, with a boat built specially for the purpose, but without success. Mr. Duggan, the noted Canadian yachtsman, who designed and sailed his own boats with much
success, had been more fortunate, having won and held
the trophy for eight or nine years. Eventually the cup
had been re-captured for America by the Manchester
Yacht Club, mentioned above. As the Seawanhaka
Club did not wish to challenge another American club,
the cup had not been raced for for a considerable number of years, until one of the British team was invited
to challenge.
Coila III was selected by the British team, although
when she left Britain, John Stephen, who sailed her,
had no intention of challenging for the trophy. But,
upon being forced into the challenge, „under penalty of being held down in his bath,“ he complied with
the wishes of his assailants and challenged on behalf
of the Royal Northern Yacht Club, the senior club of
Scotland. Coila III was then towed up to Marble Head,
where she defeated the Saki, winning three races in
succession, and carrying the cup across the Atlantic for
the first time.
The following year, 1923, Coila III was again selected
as one of the four 6-metre boats to represent Great Britain in the race against America, held on this occasion in
the Solent. In this series, with John Stephen at her tiller,
she gained considerably more points than any British
or American boat.
The same year Coila III was also chosen by the Royal
Northern Yacht Club to defend the Seawanhaka Cup
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on the Clyde, against the American challenger, Lea,
sent over by the Seawanhaka Club. Once again she was
successful in carrying off the trophy.
In 1924 the Royal Norwegian Yacht Club challenged
the Royal Northern for the Seawanhaka Cup, and again
Coila III defended, defeating the Norwegian challenger, Uni, designed and sailed by the famous Norwegian
naval architect, Mr. Anker.
During the year that followed the Americans once more
challenged, building two special boats for the purpose.
Coila III was selected to defend, but she was now getting old and was defeated by the Lanai (designed by
Mr. Clinton Crane), which thus regained the cup for
America. In these races for the Seawanhaka Cup on
the Clyde, Coila III was sailed by her owner, Fred J.
Stephen, whose sons, A. M. Stephen and J. G. Stephen, formed two of her amateur crew. The cup was
recaptured, in 1928, for the Royal Northern Yacht Club
of Scotland, by Mr. W. F. Robertson‘s 8-metre boat,
Cary/, after it had been won and lost by Norway.
The Seawanhaka Club again challenged in 1931, sending over the 8-metre boat, Priscilla, which was defeated
by the Scottish boat Saskia, in four consecutive races. On both occasions J. G. Stephen formed one of the
Scottish crew.
The cup is to be raced for again during the present year
(1932), as America has challenged with a 6-metre boat.
COILA IV. In 1927 Fred J. Stephen built an 8-metre
boat, to his own design, and raced her with considerable success for three years. This vessel, which bore
the name Coila IV, came top of her class in both 1928
and 1929. During the latter year, when Fred J. Stephen,
who had been seriously ill during 1928, was advised to
abandon yacht-racing, Coila IV was sailed by his son,
John G. Stephen.
It is interesting to note that Fred J. Stephen must have
sailed about 670 races with his four Coilas, winning
approximately 440 prizes, about 256 of which were
firsts; in the great majority of these contests he sailed
the boats himself. Although debarred from racing, he
is at present Commodore of the Royal Northern Yacht
Club, Vice-Admiral of the Mudhook Yacht Club (that
unique club which is limited to a membership of forty),
and a member of the council of the Yacht Racing Association.
In conclusion it may be mentioned that John G. Stephen is at present (1932) building a new 6-metre boat
to his own design, for himself and two friends. She is to
be called the Maida, and will race in 1932.
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The 12 mR do have problems, too.

Race Calendar 2014
Please see in www.6metre.ch.
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Closing words
We come to the end of this ISMA bulletin. What should I say? Enjoy racing (or cruising!)
Do we meet in Falmouth for the European Championship?
Try to participate at the AGM 2014 in Falmouth. It’s important that many voices will be heard, when we discuss
and decide over the future of our Class.
In the meantime best regards to you all

Beat Furrer
ISMA President and news editor
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